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■■■■ #AfternoonNotes

Air placements (Aquarius ■, Gemini ■, Libra ■): sun, moon, rising, Venus, Mars

You have been presented with many challenges and changes, Air-loves. Not only

are you learning and receiving downloads in record time and amounts, but you're

tryna ■■

make sure that you're incorporating these lessons and this newness in responsible, effective, wise ways.

If you're in a new romantic connection (or maybe you're about to be?), congrats! ■ You've hit the effing jackpot! This person

is solid, honest, a great communicator, ■■

ambitious, decisive and apparently good-looking ■. If it's not a romantic connection, well either way really, this is a soulmate.

They have your absolute best interests at heart. They respect you, too.

Great job on turning your back on nonsense and bullshit! It hasn't ■■

always been easy cuz some of these ppl you really care about, but you're understanding that their drama hasn't got a place

in your world right now. This might even be family, for some. You've made such progress when it comes to self-standards &

growth & now you're able to see ■■

your foundation a bit more clearly and potentially even the truth about your passion.

Though you've been betrayed, and seems relatively recently, you have so much balance and justice coming into your life, as

you've been manifesting and daydreaming about, when it comes to ■■

friendships. So much success, maybe even a business partnership where you'll have chemistry and harmony, and success

in experiencing love in all of your connections once you're done sweeping the last of the energy and emotional vampires out

of your world for now.

And where ■■
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you've felt dumpy, burdened and sad, these new connections will help you feel more confident, authentic and sexy. Be

careful not to be so guarded that you push ppl away who are trying to show you different, sweet kinds of love.

For those of you who are creatives, you may want ■■

to go ahead and pull the trigger on that endeavor or expansion that you've been sitting on. It's gonna help you express

yourself and unblock some things for you. HOWEVER, and this is really important, KEEP YOUR NEW CREATIVE IDEAS

TO YOURSELF -- for now. Choose 1 or 2 ppl ■■

that you trust to bounce your ideas off of and who will give you honest feedback, but otherwise, mums the word til you're

ready for your stuff to go public. All of this will help you feel more satisfied professionally, also.

Go outside & experience nature. If it's too cold or ■■

snowy where you are, try to catch some sun through a window, if that's feasible. It'll help w/where you are emotionally & in

your spirit currently.

Don't lose hope! You're right where you're supposed to be! Give yourself EVEN MORE credit! ■■

Significant Signs ■: pink rose ■■

daisy, snake/boa, wildflowers, watermelon, amethyst, pearls, oysters Rockefeller, fishing, oak, globetrotter, Taurus, merkaba

P.S. Trust your discernment professionally and creatively. Your intuition is ON MF POINT ■■■■■
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